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Behringer neutron patch sheets

Self Generating Patch for Behringer Neutron Patch Name: SGP001 Author: Stefano Fasciani Notes: Made on Firmware 1.2.6 For good listening, use loudspeakers or headphones with decent response at low frequencies. 0:08 Dry Neutron Output 2:52 Neutron with Compression (25%) and
Reverb Church (30% submit, 50% return, Decay 3) in Behringer Xenyx QX1204USB Bookmark permalink. In June, Sylvia and I traded in our Roland System-1m ($600) for Neutron Behringer ($300). Finally arrived last week. The 1m-system is a synth that sounds good. It also has some
Patch Points. However, most of the time when I want to make a certain sound or our Eurorack Modular Patch into it, the 1m-System just doesn't offer the flexibility we need. Neutron, on the other hand, has 56 Patch Points, which allow many combinations of Voltage Control signal flow and
audio modification. The digital oscillator in System-1m makes it very stable and is tracked throughout the keyboard very well. We were surprised to find neutron analog oscillators are also very stable. There is an excellent review of Neutron in SonicState. Here's the link:
sonicstate.com/news/2018/04/05/sonic-lab-behringer-neutron-analog-desktop-semi-modular-review/ Because I studied Synthesizer in an old school way, with Patch Charts, I wanted to make sure there was one available. The User Guide does have a useful Patch Chart on page 27 but I
perfected it only slightly for our purposes. I've included it below for anyone to Download. Patch Charts are used with Synthesizers that do not offer Save or Save for your sound creations. I realized that some artists just want to travel to be a voice. That's fine but there may still be times when
you want to start with a certain sound foundation and, without being able to Save Patches electronically, patch charts will be very useful. If you have never used Patch Chart, there are no real rules on how to draw and explain Patches. So, for what it's worth, these are some of the things I've
learned over the years on how to write a Patch so you'll understand it many years from now: When drawing a line where your Patch Cable will connect, be sure to use contrasting ink colors. Since the Blank Patch Chart I created has a black line, I always use a red pen to draw a Cable line.
Explain as much as you can and be clear about what's going on where. Remember, others may need to interpret your notes or YOU may want to recreate that Patch in the future. You may know exactly how all the knobs, buttons, and cables are set up but after working with hundreds of
Patches and a few other Synths, you'll want a simple layout and instructions on each Patch Chart. Be While you may only be dealing with 1 or 2 Patch Cables at the beginning, your Neutron may later become part of a larger system, possibly Modular Eurorack. So, although it is easy to draw
a straight line from LFO LFO to OSC1 In, once you start dealing with 10, 20, 50 or more Patch Cables, you will end up with a random line in your Chart Patch if you don't think-through where those lines will be drawn. One way to show that 2 Patch Cables cross each other, is to draw a round
wow. See my example below: CableOverCable2 CableOverCable1 Neutron Patch - example Neutron Blank Patch Chart Categories: Uncategorized Tags: behringer, blank, cable, graphics, neutron, patches, roland, synthesizer, dark-1m system, delay, drive, drone, experimental, FM, fm-
modulation, lfo, S&amp;amp; H, sine, soundscape/behringer neutrons, Best patches played in medium order or arrp more than 2 octaves plus dotted 3rds delay and reverb. Reverb.
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